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SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM MISSION FLEXIBILITY ASSESSMENT
Timothy S. Monk
Zero Point Frontiers Corp. (ZPFC), USA, timothy.s.monk@nasa.gov
Jon Holladay*, Terry Sanderst, Bryan Hampton:t
The Space Launch System (SLS) is envisioned as a heavy lift vehicle that will provide the foundation for future
beyond low Earth orbit (LEO) missions. While multiple assessments have been performed to determine the optimal
configuration for the SLS, this effort was undertaken to evaluate the flexibility of various concepts for the range of
missions that may be required of this system. These mission scenarios include single launch crew and/or cargo
delivery to LEO, single launch cargo delivery missions to LEO in support of multi-launch mission campaigns, and
single launch beyond LEO missions. Specifically, we assessed options for the single launch beyond LEO mission
scenario using a variety of in-space stages and vehicle staging criteria. This was performed to determine the most
flexible (and perhaps optimal) method of designing this particular type of mission. A specific mission opportunity to
the Jovian system was further assessed to determine potential solutions that may meet currently envisioned mission
objectives. This application sought to significantly reduce mission cost by allowing for a direct, faster transfer from
Earth to Jupiter and to determine the order-of-magnitude mass margin that would be made available from utilization
of the SLS. In general, smaller, existing stages provided comparable performance to larger, new stage developments
when the mission scenario allowed for optimal LEO dropoff orbits (e.g. highly elliptical staging orbits). Initial
results using this method with early SLS configurations and existing Upper Stages showed the potential of capturing
Lunar flyby missions as well as providing significant mass delivery to a Jupiter transfer orbit.

I. Introduction
In early 2011 immediately following the Space
Launch System (SLS) Requirements Analysis Cycle
(RAC) and Mission Concept Review (MCR), a study
was undertaken by members of RAC Team 2 that
assessed alternative mission scenarios that could
make use of this highly capable heavy-lift launch
vehicle. This study focused on the technical
feasibility of performing wide ranging single launch
mission scenarios using many in-space propulsion
options in multiple fashions across a variety of
conceivable
future
heavy-lift
performance
capabilities. To demonstrate this approach, we
assessed a specific mission to the Jupiter system.
Results of this analysis identified minimum-energy
opportunities, mass delivery capabilities, and ability
to reduce mission costs through reduced trip duration
and increased mass delivery (ample margin and
spacecraft simplification potential).

II. Heavy Lift Capabilities Overview
Leading up to the SLS MCR, the RAC teams
generated feasible vehicle concepts that could meet
the established SLS threshold requirements. These
studies used rigorous technical analysis to verify that
vehicle concepts could meet these requirements, and
detailed the affordability approaches that were being
used to reduce the design, development, test,
production, and operational costs of the concepts.

___________________________________________

Each of the concept teams developed
intermediate or early block upgrades to improve
vehicle performance. While some concepts utilized
additional stages for optimized performance, others
increased engine thrust/efficiency or increased the
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Initial vehicle concepts delivered at least 70
metric tons to a representative low-Earth orbit, a
lower boundary for acceptable payload delivery
performance. In fact, most concepts were able to
deliver a minimum threshold of 100 metric tons to
LEO. This 70-100 metric ton to LEO range is a
reasonable best estimate for the type of early
performance that can be expected from the next
heavy lift launch system.
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quantity of engines on the stages. The expected
performance potential of these early upgrade options
ranged from about 120 metric tons up to about 140
metric tons to LEO.

meters in total integrated length. This allows the
stage to hold approximately 21 metric tons of usable
LOX/LH2 propellants in a very efficient structural
packaging that results in a stage inert mass of about 2
metric tons (pmf ~0.91).

Evolved performance (referred to informally as
the “vision vehicle”) represented a reasonable
estimate for the maximum achievable performance
within a given vehicle family. These vision vehicles
varied in their upgrade approach, but they typically
required major element changes, additional engines,
or major upgrades to the existing engine or booster
systems if applicable. Performance for this class of
vehicles ranged from about 150 metric tons up to
almost 200 metric tons to LEO.

Delta IV 4-meter Upper Stage[1]
This stage is used on certain configurations in
the Delta family of vehicles and utilizes a single RL10B2 engine with a deployable nozzle that achieves a
specific impulse greater than 460 seconds. This stage
has a 4 meter diameter and is about 12 meters is total
integrated length. Total usable propellant mass is
greater than 20 metric tons, and the inert mass is
slightly less than 3 metric tons (pmf ~0.84).

To summarize, the LEO performance of an
eventual heavy lift vehicle can be expected to be in
the 70 to 100 metric ton range initially, with an
intermediate capability of between 120 to 140 metric
tons achievable with some upgrades, and a maximum
achievable performance potential of 150 to 200
metric tons. The vehicles’ performance for beyondLEO scenarios will be discussed in a subsequent
section.

Delta IV 5-meter Upper Stage[1]
Also used on certain configurations in the Delta
family of vehicle, including the Delta IV-Heavy, this
stage is similar in design to the 4-m Upper Stage.
Using the RL-10B2, the stage is 5 meters in diameter
and about 12 meters in total length. This diameter
change allows over 27 metric tons of usable
propellant to be packaged efficiently with an inert
mass of about 3.5 metric tons (pmf ~0.89).

III. In-Space Stage Options
Another way to increase performance is by
adding an in-space stage to the vehicle
configurations.
For purposes of this analysis,
dedicated in-space stages were assessed that are
representative of the type and size of stages that are
either existing or currently envisioned for further
development. The beyond LEO performance of these
stages is primarily a function of efficiency. This can
be characterized using specific impulse (Isp) of the
engines (propulsion system efficiency) and propellant
mass fraction (pmf, structural design efficiency).

Falcon 9 2nd Stage[2]
A new entrant into the domestic launch market,
the Falcon 9 is an all-LOX/RP launch vehicle that has
successfully launched from Cape Canaveral on two
occasions as of this writing. The second stage uses
what is typically referred to as the Merlin 1V
(vacuum) that is similar in design to the Merlin
engines used on the First Stage of the Falcon 9
vehicle. Large efficiency increases for the 2nd Stage
engine are realized through the usage of a niobium
nozzle extension (Isp greater than 340 seconds).
Furthermore, LOX/RP liquid propellant stages are
typified by very high structural efficiencies. The
Falcon 9 2nd Stage holds about 49 metric tons of
usable propellant with only 3 metric tons of inert
mass required (pmf of about 0.94).

Current Domestic Stages
The four existing domestic stages considered
during this analysis are described below.
Atlas V Centaur[1]
This stage has a long flight heritage on the Atlas
and Titan vehicle families and can be used in either a
single or dual engine configuration depending on
mission needs. Characterized by using the RL-10
engine, specific impulse of this cryogenic LOX/LH2
system is above 450 seconds. Further, this stage is
approximately 3 meters in diameter and almost 13
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Selected Current International Stages
In addition to the domestic stages that were
considered, the technical feasibility of utilizing
selected international stages was also assessed. The
international stages that were considered includes:

2

[3]
Japaneese H-IIB 2nd Stage
S
nd
The H-IIB
H
2 Stag
ge is a LOX/L
LH2 cryogenicc
stage that has been used
d on recent con
nfigurations off
the H-II faamily of vehiclles. It has a 4 meter
m
diameterr
and is slig
ghtly greater th
han 9 meters in
i length. It iss
powered by
y the LE-5B en
ngine that achiieves a specificc
impulse off nearly 450 seconds.
s
Hold
ding almost 17
7
metric ton
ns of propellan
nt with a 3 metric
m
ton inertt
mass, the pmf
p is about 0.85

Arianee 5 Cryogenic Upper
U
Stage (E
ESC-A)[1]
Since 2005, the Ariaane 5 vehicle haas successfully
y
flown with
h the ESC-A LOX/LH2 Up
pper Stage 32
2
times. Thiis stage utilizzes the HM7B
B engine thatt
provides arround 445 seconds of Isp. With
W a diameterr
of almost 5.5 meters and only having
g a length of 5
meters, it is a very shorrt and compacct stage which
h
would work well with very large paayloads wheree
total encap
psulated lengtth could beco
ome an issue.
However, it is small relative to other siimilar assessed
d
options, ho
olding only 15 metric tons of LOX/LH2
2
propellantss with an inert mass of alm
most 3.5 metricc
tons (pmff ~0.81). A follow-on staage has been
n
proposed that
t
would utillize a to-be-deeveloped Vincii
engine (Isp
p proposed att 465 seconds)) and increasee
propellant mass to 28 metric
m
tons wh
hile inert masss
only increaases to about 4 metric tons (p
pmf ~0.88).

These concepts may utilize more
than RL-10B2). T
than one NGE depeending on the ttotal propellannt mass
While diameteer and
and acceleration rrequirements. W
lengtth vary acccording to cconcept, mosst are
consttrained by eitther an 8.4 m
meter (potentiaal SLS
shrouud diameter) oor 10 meter diiameter while length
variees with total proopellant load. The values useed as a
repreesentative CP
PS concept fo
for this assesssment
incluude an approxim
mate 68 metricc ton propellannt mass
and a 12 metric tonn inert mass (ppmf ~0.85). Sppecific
impuulse was captuured at two ddesign settingss, 455
seconnds and 465 seeconds.
C
CPS using the J-2X[4]
Another enginne system altern
rnative for CPS
S is the
J-2X
X liquid rockket engine thhat is currenttly in
devellopment testinng at NASA Sttennis Space C
Center.
Relattive to the N
NGE, J-2X is expected to ddeliver
increeased thrust (foor the single enngine configurrations
consiidered) with a decrease in effficiency (Isp rranges
from
m 435 to 448 seconds for JJ-2X concepts;; 440s
used)). For this evaaluation, the saame stage paraameter
for ppropellant masss was used, w
while the inertt mass
was increased sligghtly to accoount for this larger
enginne (inert mass ~
~16 metric tonns; pmf ~0.81)..
Tablee III.1: High L
Level Summaryy of Stage Optiions

Arianee 5 Hypergolicc Upper Stage[11]
A hyp
pergolic stage (EPS)
(
that is ussed as a simplee
alternative to the ESC-A
A on Ariane 5 launches, thiss
stage has a much lower specific im
mpulse at 324
4
seconds. Further,
F
the propellant
p
masss is only 10
0
metric tonss, while the bu
urnout mass is low at slightly
y
more than 1 metric ton (p
pmf ~0.88).
Cryogenic Propulsion Staage (CPS) Con
ncepts
Likely
y candidates fo
or a chemical-b
based in-spacee
transportattion system weere also included in the tradee
space. A CPS is includ
ded in most current
c
NASA
A
exploration
n plans; ho
owever, the trade spacee
surroundin
ng this system is still very larrge. In order to
o
provide a representativee system for th
his evaluation,,
two CPS options weere considered:
a Nextt
Generation
n Engine based
d solution and
d a J-2X based
d
solution.
CPS using the Next Geneeration Engine (NGE)[4]
This set of CPS conccepts utilizes an
a advanced in-space engin
ne that achievees a superior sp
pecific impulsee
to any liqu
uid rocket eng
gine ever deveeloped (greaterr
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Single Launch Architecture D
Design Optionss
IV. S
H
Historically, m
most space fllight missionss have
been accomplishedd with a single launch profilee. That
is, a single launch vehicle deliveers payload to either
an Eaarth orbit or itts beyond-LEO
O initial energyy state.
Evenn in the humann space flightt realm, most of the
Merccury, Gemini, Apollo, and S
Shuttle missionns only
requiired one vehiclle launch to acchieve the objeectives
of tthe mission. Notable exxceptions aree the
rendeezvous and doocking missionns of Gemini aand the
overaall assembly aand crew rotatiion process ussed for
Earthh orbiting statiions (Skylab, M
Mir, ISS). Altthough
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currently envisioned
e
neaar Earth astero
oid (NEA) and
d
Mars missiions will requiire more than one
o launch duee
to large inttitial mass requ
uirements, it iss reasonable to
o
assume th
hat initial SLS
S
missionss or sciencee
application
ns will be acccomplished with
w
a singlee
launch. There
T
are a vaariety of wayss to undertakee
these singlle launch misssion scenarios. Four methodss
were evaluated: direct injection, siingle in-spacee
stage with fixed dropoff, multiple in-sp
pace stage with
h
fixed dropo
off, and singlee in-space stagee with variablee
dropoff.
Direct Injeection by Launcch Vehicle
The simplest
s
of alll cases, the direct
d
injection
n
method, im
mplies that the launch vehiclee alone deliverss
the spaceccraft to its final departure energy
e
(i.e. no
o
additional in-space stagees are required
d). An optionall
Earth staging orbit coulld be included
d to provide a
brief spaceecraft checkout period, but th
his assessmentt
did not in
nclude such a feature. From
m launch, thee
trajectory is optimized to deliver the
t
maximum
m
possible payload
p
to a characteristic energy (C3))
sweep thaat ranges from
m LEO (C3 approximately
y
equal to -6
60 km2/s2) to a reasonable Jupiter system
m
transfer orrbit (C3 appro
oximately 90 km
k 2/s2). Whilee
this is a siimple case from
m an operation
nal complexity
y
perspectivee, the larger stages that laaunch vehicless
typically require caause rapid performancee
degradation at high energ
gies.
Single In-S
Space Stage; Fiixed LV Dropo
off
This option
o
is sligh
htly more com
mplex than thee
direct injecction method. It requires thaat the stage and
d
payload be
b integrated and encapsu
ulated for thee
duration of
o the Earth-to
o-orbit ascent phase of thee
mission. These
T
“payloads” are placed into
i
a common
n
“fixed” orrbit by the laaunch vehicle (in this casee
assumed to
o be -87 km x 241 km at 29
9o inclination).
This allow
ws the launch
h vehicle to have a very
y
specific, riigidly defined mission
m
requirement, and thee
payload an
nd in-space staage to have verry specific and
d
predictablee initial condiitions from which
w
to begin
n
their operational phase. Further, performance willl
degrade much
m
less rap
pidly than with the directt
injection mission,
m
but thee optimal coup
pling of launch
h
vehicle an
nd in-space staage performancce may not bee
realized. An
A overview of
o this method
d is depicted in
n
Figure IV.1

Dropoff
Fig. IV.1: Single IIn-Space Stagee; Fixed LV D
M
Mission Profilee
Multtiple In-Space S
Stages; Fixed L
LV Dropoff
IIn order too more optiimally matchh the
perfoormance of thhe launch vehiicle to the sizze and
perfoormance of tthe chosen iin-space stagee, we
consiidered the efffect of using m
multiple stages of a
givenn type (no mixxing of stage ttypes was asseessed).
This is a more ccomplex methood from an ooverall
integgrated architeecture perspeective, and these
consiiderations (e..g., ground pprocessing, vvehicle
integgration, fuelingg of more thaan one stage aamong
otherrs) were nott fully deveeloped duringg this
perfoormance-basedd assessment. A
As shown in F
Figure
IV.2,, a common, ffixed dropoff orbit by the llaunch
vehiccle (-87 km x 241 km at 229o inclinationn) was
assum
med for this type of assessment as well. The
optim
mal staging ssequence wass approximateed by
assesssing concurreently burning stages and sserially
burneed & disposed of stage arranngements. Maneuvers
weree performed att perigee, withh a slight adjusstment
requiired in order too raise it to ann acceptable aaltitude
in ordder to avoid staage reentry.

Fig. IV.2: Multipple In-Space Stages; Fixed LV
D
Dropoff Missioon Profile (Conncurrent Burn))
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Single In-S
Space Stage; Variable
V
LV Drropoff
The final
fi
architectu
ural option asssessed was thee
full, integrrated optimizattion of launch vehicle
v
and in-space stag
ge performancee. In this case, the dropofff
condition of
o the launch vehicle was alllowed to vary
y
through th
he usage of hig
ghly elliptical orbits. In thiss
manner, we
w identified the optimal initial energy statee
was found from which th
he in-space stag
ge and payload
d
in their operational
o
phaase. These hiighly ellipticall
orbits rang
ged from LEO altitudes (-87 km x 241 km))
up to orbitts of Earth-Moon type of disttances (-87 km
m
x 400,000 km). Basic assumptions
a
for
fo these casess
included perigee
p
being fixed at -87 km,
k inclination
n
fixed at 29
9 degrees, and optimization
o
off apogee based
d
on the finaal energy and payload mass. Additionally,,
the perigeee was adjusted
d at apogee in order to avoid
d
stage reen
ntry. This misssion profile is
i depicted in
n
Figure IV.3
3:

woulld require at least 60 metrric tons. Otherr lowenerggy points alonng the C3 cuurves include Earth
escappe or the Sunn-Earth L2 pooint (C3 ~0 km
m2/s2),
2 2
Marss transfer (C3 ~9 km /s ), asteroid belt object
transsfers (C3 ~40 km2/s2), Jupiteer transfers (C
C3 ~80
km2/ss2), Saturn trannsfers (~107 kkm2/s2), and grrowing
progrressively largger up to soolar system eescape
transsfers (C3 > 150 km
m2/s2). Basedd on
recom
mmendations from the Planetary Science
Decaadal Survey, a Jupiter/Euroopa mission cooncept
(whicch requires aboout 5 metric toons of launch vvehicle
perfoormance to a Juupiter transfer)) was evaluatedd.
IIn order to eestablish a refference perform
mance
thresshold, the launnch vehicle witth no in-spacee stage
optioon was assesssed (“Direct Innjection by L
Launch
Vehiicle” case). Seeveral conceptts were choseen that
proviided representative payload delivery capabbilities
to LE
EO (approximaate equivalenccies shown at C
C3 -60
km2/ss2 in Figure V
V.1). The key conclusions froom this
assesssment includee the following:
11) Only veryy high perform
ming vehicless were
capable oof delivering 5 metric tonss to a
direct Juupiter transferr (i.e. no ggravity
assists).
22) With incrreasing C3, veehicles that uutilized
smaller fiinal stages peerformed better than
vehicles thhat had either large final staages or
did not incclude 2nd Stagees.

Space Stage; Variable LV
V
Fig. IV.3: Single In-S
off Mission Pro
ofile
Dropo

V. Overvieew of Beyond LEO
L
Mission Assessment
A
As diiscussed in previous
p
sectio
ons, we havee
defined a multivariablee trade space that includess
hicle performaance, in-space stage size and
d
launch veh
capability, and mission design
d
consideerations. Whilee
a very specific design reference misssion was nott
assessed, targets
t
for bey
yond LEO perfformance weree
set. These targets were expressed
d as desired
d
performancce (mass in metric
m
tons) delivered
d
to a
desired esccape energy state
s
(expresseed as C3). Forr
example, a crewed lunarr flyby could be
b achieved by
y
delivering about 25 metriic tons to a C3
3 = -1.8 km2/s2.
A lunar lan
nder could be delivered
d
to the lunar surfacee
with abou
ut 40 metric to
ons to the saame C3, whilee
providing the crew and capsule on th
he same flightt
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Fig V.1: Represeentative perfoormance capabbilities
aacross a raange of C3 energy. V
Vehicle
cconfigurations varied, but w
were not conssidered
tthe purpose of this study. Therrefore,
cconfiguration sspecific curvess are not identiffied.
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For th
he “Single In--Space Stage w/ Fixed LV
V
Dropoff” mission,
m
LV capabilities
c
weere assessed att
70, 100, 130,
1
and 160 metric tons. As shown in
n
Figure V.2
2, the 70 metriic ton vehicle performs welll
with lowerr mass, higher efficiency LO
OX/LH2 stages.
Most of the
t cases deliiver similar performance to
o
higher eneergies (e.g. th
he Europa mission
m
capturee
space), wh
hile none deliveer > 25 metric tons to a lunarr
flyby scen
nario. The curv
ves in this casee are truncated
d
as C3 decrreases (mass increases)
i
at th
he point when
n
the total stage
s
mass an
nd payload mass
m
equal thee
capability of the launch vehicle
v
(70 mettric tons in thiss
case).
Fig. V.3: Beyondd LEO perform
mance of the same
sstages as V.22 with launchh vehicle capability
ggrowing from 70 up to 100 m
metric tons
W
When proceedding to the 160 metric ton llaunch
vehiccle scenario, a continuation of this phenom
menon
is deppicted. The cuurves are merelly extended up to the
pointt where the tottal stage mass and payload m
mass is
less tthan or equal too 160 metric toons. This is shoown in
Figurre V.4:

Fig. V.2: Beyond LEO performance of various in-l
vehiclee
space stage optionss with a 70t launch
p
from a fixed initial point.
Unforttunately with this
t fixed initiaal point rigidly
y
defined, th
he launch vehiccle is severely
y underutilized.
The only performance
p
in
ncrease that iss realized is in
n
the growth
h of the initial mass capabilitty. This allowss
the curves that are depicted in Figure V.2
V to grow to
o
the left an
nd stage optio
ons that are grreater than 70
0
metric ton
ns to enter th
he trade spacee. Figure V.3
3
depicts thee performance curves
c
for the 100 metric ton
n
launch vehicle scenario
o. It can be seen that thee
performancce values deepicted in Fig
gure V.2 aree
exactly thee same (i.e. a point
p
that is depicted in Fig.
V.2 does not
n change wheen going to Fig
g. V.3). This iss
due to the launch vehicle contributiion to energy
y
being the same. Addiitional points are depicted
d
though beccause more maass is availablee at that initiall
condition. Also in Figuree V.3, CPS is in
ncluded due to
o
this mass availability increase. It is
i the highestt
performer because of the
t
extraordinary propellantt
mass that it
i has availablee.
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Fig. V.4: Beyondd LEO perform
mance of the same
sstages as V.33 with launchh vehicle capability
ggrowing from 100 up to 160 metric tons
A
As shown in F
Figure V.4, the only case thhat can
delivver greater than
an 40 metric toons to a lunarr flyby
scenaario are the CP
PS cases (especcially when usiing the
highlly efficient NG
GE or “Nationnal In-Space ((NIS)”
enginne as shown).. This is also the only casse that
delivvers > 5 metric tons to a C3 = 80 km2/s2.
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If forr technical or other program
mmatic reasonss
the launch system becom
mes constrained
d in delivering
g
payloads to
t a rigidly defined
d
dropofff condition, a
method that would utilizze most of thee capability off
the system
m is through the usage of more
m
than onee
existing in
n-space stages. Volumetrically, a 10-meterr
shroud wo
ould allow at least two of every existing
g
stage conssidered for this assessment,, and in mostt
cases 4 or more stages can
c be accomm
modated. Even
n
an 8.4-metter shroud wou
uld allow two or
o more stagess
in almostt every case.. Only one CPS can bee
accommod
dated within thee volumetric co
onstraints.
When assessing perfformance, it caan be assumed
d
that the sttages either bu
urn in a conccurrent fashion
n
(preferred from an operrational perspeective) or in a
serial fasshion (preferrred from a performancee
perspectivee). Figure V.5
V
is a depiction of thee
performancce when multiiple Centaur stages are used
d
in a concu
urrent fashion on
o a 160 metrric ton vehicle.
This figuree shows that over 50 metriic tons can bee
delivered in the lunar flyby
f
scenario
o and over 20
0
metric ton
ns can be deliv
vered in the Jupiter
J
transferr
scenario. This represen
nts an ~300%
% performancee
increase over the singlee stage case and
a the launch
h
vehicle dirrect injection caase.

periggee and staginng orbit changges, mass and thrust
imbaalances, multipple stage jettisoon events, and a host
of othhers. An ideal scenario for m
multiple stages would
be diiametrically oppposed burns (2+2+1 for thhe five
Centaaur case) to aalleviate some of the issuess. This
case should be cconsidered ann upper bounnd on
perfoormance ratherr than a specificc recommendaation.

Fig. V
V.6: Performannce with seriallly burning Cenntaurs.
A
Again, only 5 can be accom
mmodated withhin the
llargest shroud option being cconsidered.
T
The Centaur stage exhiibited the hhighest
perfoormance due to its diameeter allowing many
stagees to be considdered, its high specific impulse and
stagee efficiency, annd its ability to provide thee most
optim
mum “denomiinator” with respect to llaunch
vehiccle performancce. In other woords, it was thhe best
soluttion found whhen examining multiple stagges for
allow
wing the launchh vehicle to be fully utilized.

Fig. V.5: Performance with concurrrently burning
g
Centau
urs. While 6 caan be lifted witth a 160 metricc
ton veehicle, only 5 fiit within a 10-m
meter shroud.
Additiional performaance is availaable from thee
serially-bu
urning scenaario if thee operationall
consideratiions can be satisfied. Thiis over 400%
%
performancce increase would
w
have to
o be balanced
d
against thee additional bu
urn times, multiple passes off
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A
Another methhod to fully utilize the llaunch
vehiccle is allowingg it to optimizze the dropoff
ff orbit
basedd on the paylload that it carries and thee final
energgy required foor that payloadd. In this mannner, a
singlle in-space stage can be used becausse the
majoority of the ennergy is provvided by the llaunch
vehiccle, while the final injectionn is provided by an
efficiient and light in-space stagee. For this sceenario,
launcch vehicle perrformance as a function off final
energgy is determinned. Once this is known, thee final
stagee and maximuum payload is run througgh the
desirred final energyy sweep. As thhis process is llooped
over the range off vehicle droopoff conditionns, an
optim
mum curve is ccreated that shhows the progrression
throuugh final energgy states of the launch vehiclee.

7

As ex
xpected, the maximum
m
paylo
oad at specificc
C3 energiees occurred wh
hen the maximu
um potential off
the launch
h vehicle was used
u
(i.e. the point
p
at which
h
the curve would otherw
wise truncate). These pointss
were captured in orderr for the optiimum dropofff
variability to be characcterized. Figurre V.7 depictss
how the dropoff
d
for low
wer energies (final C3 < 0
km2/s2) is very low on
n the dropofff energy scalee
(dropoff C3
C < -45 km2/ss2). As final en
nergy increasess
(final C3 > 120 km2/ss2), the dropo
off C3 energy
y
increases accordingly
a
(ap
pproaching a dropoff
d
C3 = 0
km2/s2). Allowing
A
thiss launch veehicle dropofff
condition to
t shift increases performance significantly.
The fixed launch vehiclee dropoff case is also shown
n
in Figure V.7
V for referen
nce. A perform
mance increasee
of over 25
50% (~18 mettric tons) is reealized for thee
Jupiter tran
nsfer case, wh
hile over 100%
% increase (~50
0
metric tonss) is delivered to a lunar transsfer.

Fig. V.7: Performance
P
characteristics of
o the variablee
dropofff case. Resu
ults show a large positivee
perforrmance increaase over both
h the “Directt
Injectiion by LV” an
nd the “Singlee Stage; Fixed
d
LV Drropoff” case.
Additiionally, the orb
bit changes thaat are required
d
to achieve the desired in
ntermediate staaging energiess
were captu
ured. Assuming
g an initial periigee shift from
m
-87 km up
p to 241 km, the apogee was
w determined
d
according to the requirred launch veehicle delivery
y
energy. Th
hese highly elliiptical orbits vaaried from 241
1
km x 1,852
2 km for a stag
ging energy off -52 km2/s2 up
p
to 241 km
m x 167,000 km
m for a staging
g energy of -5
5
km2/s2.
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Application to JJupiter Missionn
VI. A
In-Sppace Mission D
Design Overvieew
IIn order to aapply vehicle design optioons to
missiions to the Joovian system, eenergy requireements
to Juupiter must bee determined. There are sseveral
wayss to judge thee energy requuirements for interplaneetary transferss and many leevels of detail to be
consiidered.
Sincce the relativve performannce of
vehiccles is more im
mportant than aabsolute perform
mance
in thiis study, a highh-level model was used. Thee main
consiideration is too find trajectoories in future years
that ooffer the loweest energy requuirements but which
featuure short-durattion direct rooutes. In ordder to
exploore a vast nuumber of posssible transferrs and
deterrmine durationn and energy rrequirements, a tool
was ddeveloped to aautomate the prrocess.
Trajeectory Tool[5]
T
The basic probblem of findinng the shortest direct
transsfer between tw
two planets haas been docum
mented
and w
written into seeveral types oof software syystems.
Baseed on its functtion, ease of uuse, and adaptaability,
the P
PyKEP library developed by the European Space
Agenncy was choseen as the trajjectory-solvingg tool.
PyKE
EP is a sophistticated, C++ liibrary that cann solve
the multiple revoolutions Lambbert’s problem
m, has
efficiient Kepleriann propagators, and utilizes T
Taylor
integgrators. The nname comes frrom the fact thhat the
entiree library is expposed to the P
Python program
mming
languuage. Becausee of the Pythonn language suppport, it
is a ssimplified proccess to design aand implementt a tool
that iterates over desired launchh dates and ccatalog
deparrture energies.
Misssion Opportunitty Assessmentt
F
For a given yeear, various trajjectory opportuunities
exist with an arbbitrary launchh date and trransfer
durattion. For thee purposes off this study, llaunch
oppoortunities were sampled eevery 5 dayss, and
durattions were sam
mpled from 1 to 10 years eveery 0.1
year.. Of the resultting 6,571 posssible trajectories, the
with the lowesst departure eneergy were chossen for
100 w
plottiing and furtherr analysis. Seee Figure VI.1.
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becom
me unreasonabble at or below
w 1.5 year outtbound
transsit.
Afforrdability Impaccts Overview
F
For missions tto the Jovian ssystem, the staandard
approoach is to utiliize an Atlas 5 launch vehiclee. This
approoach requires the use of a 66-year Venus--EarthEarthh Gravity Assiist (VEEGA) ttrajectory in orrder to
meett the mass reequirements foor the missionn. The
eventtual stay at Juupiter based onn this approachh is on
the oorder of 2.5 yeears, which inccludes a large initial
ellipttical capture oorbit in order tto further reduuce the
deltaa-v requirementts.
Fig. VI.1. Best 100 transsfer trajectoriess from Earth to
o
Jupiterr ranked on departure en
nergy.
Axess
represent the ecliptiic plane. Alll launch datess
were in
i 2015. Color contour is baased on delta-v
v
required to capturee into the Jo
ovian system.
Green
n is 6 km/s, red is 9 km/s.
Repeaating this proceess over many years
y
results in
n
a general sensitivity to energy
e
requireements vs. trip
p
duration. Color contou
uring can also be applied to
o
determine the trends associated
a
witth the delta-v
v
required to
o achieve captu
ure in the Joviaan system. Seee
Figure VI.2
2.

By using a 3--year direct traansfer rather thhan the
baselline approach, 3 years can bee eliminated froom the
operaations window
w from the trannsfer duration alone.
Furthher, this approaach potentiallyy allows for a ffurther
1 yeaar reduction inn the total tourr duration due to the
increeased mass avaailability for thhe spacecraft. These
durattion savings reesult in a total mission time oof less
than 4.5 years. Thhe reduction frrom 8.5 years to 4.5
yearss could save uup to $300M iin operational costs.
Withh a sufficient caapture stage, ooutbound trips can be
reducced to 2 years further cuttingg total missionn costs.
In adddition, the payyload design aand fabricationn could
save up to $300M ddue to reducedd radiation mitiigation
requiirements.
B
Because of thee high payloadd mass to a C33 of 80
km2/ss2, the payloaad spacecraft can have a much
simppler and cheapper design. H
Higher mass buudgets
perm
mit the use of heavier heritaage subsystem
ms and
compponents. Highher mass marrgins in designn also
afforrd a stream
mlined develoopment cycle that
comppresses designn & developm
ment time and costs.
Ratheer than simpllifying spacecrraft design, aanother
optioon is to utilizze the extra mass allocatioon for
multiiple spacecrafft on a singgle launch, thhereby
greattly improving odds of mission success thhrough
redunndancy (e.g., S
Spirit and Opportunity Roverrs).

o C3 energy (km
( 2/s2) versuss
Fig. VI.2. Scatter plot of
5
transfeer duration (yrr) for transfers between 2015
and 20
025.
From Figure VI.2 we
w see that the lowest energy
y
opportunitiies (~77-82 km
m2/s2) take on th
he order of 2-4
4
years for outbound
o
transiit, but these traansfers are very
y
sparse. More
M
launch op
pportunities ex
xist if planning
g
for up to 90
9 km2/s2. En
nergy requirem
ments begin to
o
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VII. F
Final Study Coonclusions
T
This study hass shown the pootential to provvide an
optim
mum system ssolution for sinngle launch, bbeyond
LEO
O missions if thhe dropoff conndition of the llaunch
vehiccle is allowedd to vary baseed on mission need.
This variable droopoff scenarioo shows signnificant
perfoormance increaases over both the “Direct Injjection
by L
Launch Vehiclle” and “Singgle In-Space Stage;
Fixedd Dropoff” caases. It also haas many advaantages

9

over the “Multiple In-Space Stages; Fixed Dropoff”
case. These include both the elimination of
operational & integration complexity as well as
removing the need to purchase many stages over the
life of the exploration program.
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Finally, by being more flexible with the dropoff
conditions, we were able to reduce the Europa
mission scenario by up to 5 years and provide mass
margin that could be used to greatly reduce
spacecraft complexity. These improvements would
result in an estimated $1B cost savings for this highpriority science mission.
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SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM
MISSION FLEXIBILITY ASSESSMENT

1

Beyond LEO Mission Options
1. Direct inject of payload using SLS “base vehicle” only
• Easy trades, limited to what SLS configuration can provide

2. Drop-off payload with an in-space stage into LEO
• Large trade space with all possible in-space stages options
• SLS dropoff point: -47x130 nmi @ 29o
• # of additional in-space stages: one

3. Drop-off payload with multiple in-space stages into LEO
• SLS dropoff point: -47x130 nmi @ 29o
• # of additional in-space stages: multiple
• Two options for analysis:
a. Burn all stages concurrently
b. Burn stages in series, dropping spent stages

4. Drop-off payload with an in-space stage into LEO
• Large trade space with all possible in-space stages options
• SLS drop-off point: variable (optimized based on mission)
• # of additional in-space stages: one
2

LEO Performance Characterization

Evolved
Vehicles
Intermediate
Vehicles
Early
Vehicles

All vehicles exhibit small performance deltas at lower altitudes.
As altitude increases smaller upper stages exhibit better performance trends
3

Optimizing an In-Space Stage
§ Propulsion drives performance:
• Specific impulse is key driver (thrust can play a roll)
• Special characteristics (i.e. restartability, etc.)

§ Gather assumptions for determining success:
•
•
•
•

Destination/mission profile
Payload requirements
Loiter duration/functional requirements
Many others

§ Performance assessment
•
•
•
•
•

Calculate delivered payload to desired delta-V
Try all possible in-space stage configuration options
Determine final delivered energy for all cases
Plot payload and energy and compare to success criteria
Use data, trends, and requirements to determine winners

4

Overview of Upper Stage Options
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Beyond LEO: Solar System C3 Map
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30"

SLS Direct Injection to C3
Payload"(t)"

25"

20"

15"

180"

10"

160"

5"

140"

0"

Payload"(t)"

30"

40"

50"

60"

70"

80"

90"

c3"(km2/s2)"

120"

Team"1"BLK"0"(98.70.04)"

100"

Team"1"BLK"2"(98.63.15)"
Team"2""5(3""(155.02.00)"

80"

Team"2""7(3""(155.01.00)"
60"

SpaceX"LV"1.1"(160.00.00)"
SpaceX"LV"2"""(160.01.00)"

40"

Team"2""7(5""(155.00.00)"

20"
0"
(80"

(60"

(40"

(20"

0"

20"

40"

60"

80"

100"
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LV Direct injection does not deliver a high payload to a high energy C3
7

LV Drop-off w/ Single Stage Burn to C3

Payload Completes Mission
C3
Dependent on Mission
C3 Burn by In Space Stage
(DV=TBD)
TBD Transit Time
Payload
In Space Stage

LEO
-47x130 nmi

SLS

8

In-Space Stage Performance Keys
Example in-space stage performance curve.
LV injects 160t at a c3 of -61.8 (LEO).
In-space stage wet mass
plus losses.

LV insertion point

Key point:
Shows maximum payload for inspace stage. To get this point
higher the LV would need to
deliver more mass to orbit.

C3 gained by burning
the in-space stage. To move
point more to the right would
require higher Isp.
Data points generated by step-wise
reduction in final delivered payload

9

Single Injection Stage
70t capability

100t capability

130t capability

160t capability

10

LV Dropoff w/ Multiple Stages Burning to C3

C3
Dependent on Mission

Concurrent Burn Depicted

11

SLS Dropoff = -47x130 nmi @ 29o

Multiple In-Space Stages: Concurrent Burn

Maybe not realistic

Concurrent means all stages burn together. Represents ~lower boundary.

12

LV Dropoff w/ Multiple Stages Burning to C3

C3
Dependent on Mission

Serial Burn Depicted

13

SLS Dropoff = -47x130 nmi @ 29o

Multiple In-Space Stages: Serial Burn

Serial means a stage burns then is jettisoned, repeat, etc. Upper performance boundary.

14

Integrated LV & In-Space Stage

C3
Dependent on Mission

15

Intermediate HLV (130t) + Delta IV-H Upper Stage
(as in-space stage) Summary
Tracing out the highest mass as a function of the energy
provided by the LV results in the following curve:
130t Vehicle – Boeing D4H

Optimal Dropoff

Intermediate Orbit Approximations

“LEO Drop” assessed at
-47x130nmi @ 29o

~Lunar
Transfer

Earth
Escape

~Mars
Transfer

~Ceres
Transfer

~Jupiter
Transfer

~Saturn
Transfer

~Uranus
Transfer

Performance depicted uses intermediate vehicle with a single in-space stage
16

Interplanetary Mission Design: Europa DRM
Transfer to Jupiter can be
reduced from 2.75-3 years to ~2
years at a performance cost

Every year, various trajectory opportunities exist that
have associated transfer durations and energy
requirements. Depicted are the trajectories for 2015
from Earth to Jupiter with a direct transfer.

Repeating this yearly process over an extended period
results in a general sensitivity to energy requirements
vs. trip duration. The lowest energy opportunities
(~77-82 km2/s2) take on the order of 2-4 years for
outbound transit, but are very sparse. More launch
opportunities exist if planning on up to 90 km2/s2.
Also, energy requirements begin to become
unreasonable at or below 1.5 year outbound transit

17

Affordability Impacts
§ Recent assessment shows benefit of launch vehicle cost leverage
• Assessment shows using SLS rather than Atlas V can save up to $400M

§ Recent assessment shows benefit of trip time reduction
• Standard approach is a 6 year VEEGA trajectory on Atlas V w/ 2.5 year tour
• Assessment shows up to $300M cost reduction by reducing outbound trajectory
to ~3 years with a 1.5 year Jupiter tour
• New assessment shows ability to reduce the outbound trajectory to ~2 years
• Radiation mitigation strategy savings on the order of $300M as well

§ Unprecedented mass delivery to 80km2/s2:
• Simplified spacecraft design choice quantification
• Eliminate some unique subsystem development by choosing heavier and/or heritage
subsystems and/or components

• Streamlined development cycle using add’l margin (DDT&E compress)
• Non-mass driven design can lead to a cost & schedule driven DDT&E cycle

• Multiple mission capability per launch vehicle
• Quick assessment shows 5t JEO mission can be multiplied by at least 3 (w/ margin)
• Spirit and Opportunity analog (yet on the same launch vehicle)

Total Mission Savings up to ~$1B plus savings realized from spacecraft simplification
18

General Study Observations

§ #1: Using SLS in an integrated fashion with a single, existing inspace stage delivers more performance to beyond LEO targets
than most options assessed (variable SLS dropoff-orbit scenario)
§ #2: All Evolved Vehicle concepts studied deliver comparable
performance to most beyond-LEO targets
§ #3: A heavy-lift vehicle can have a net positive cost impact on a
particular beyond-LEO mission design based on trip duration
reduction and subsystem design choices
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